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The Australian National
Championships Comes to Adelaide!
Jinny Fuss

The SABF has accepted an invitation to host the
Australian National Championships (ANC) in
2020, and they will be held at the Wayville
Showgrounds from Saturday 11 July to Thursday
16 July.
This is a hotly-contested annual tournament
between representatives of the various States
and Territories in the categories of Open Teams,
Seniors Teams, Women's Teams and Youth
Teams.

Tournament Convenor—
Australian National Championships
2020
The SABF will be hosting the Australian National
Championships and associated Butler Pairs
Championships in Adelaide from Saturday 11
July to Thursday 23 July 2020, and would like to
appoint a Tournament Convenor for this event.
The Convenor will be responsible to a SABF
sub-Committee for the staging of this event.
Responsibilities will be exercised in consultation
with the sub-Committee and include (but are not
limited to) the following,:

Dr Laurie Kelso, one of Australia’s only two
internationally-accredited
directors,
has
accepted our invitation to be the Chief
Tournament Director.

•
•
•

There will probably be side events during the
ANC itself, for everybody else. Details will be
announced closer to the time.

•
•

Following the ANC itself, the Butler Pairs
Championships will be held from Friday 17 July
to Thursday 23 July. These events are open to
all comers.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creation and observance of a budget
Negotiation and liaison with the venue
Liaison with the Chief Tournament
Director, the ABF and the SABF
Obtaining sponsorship
Dealing and security of boards and
hand records
Publicity and promotion
Entry management
Creation and production of scorebooks
Recruitment of all personnel
Liaison with players
Set up & pull-down of equipment at
event
Welcome and victory functions
Production of interim and fnal reports

Remuneration
in
line
with
the
ABF
Remuneration Policy will be payable. Further
enquiries may be made to Adel Abdelhamid
(0402 433 674), Jinny Fuss (0474 074 005) or
David Anderson (0403 278 754).
Expressions of interest should be forwarded to
reach the SABF Secretary by Friday 6 April
2018.
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Autumn National Open Teams
Jinny Fuss
It’s getting to that time of year again – the Autumn
Nationals are fast approaching. This year the
dates are 3 – 7 May, and the venue is the Ridley
Centre at the Wayville Showgrounds.
We start of with a 2 day Swiss Pairs event, with
the categories Open, Seniors, Women and Under
Lifemaster, on Thursday 3 May and Friday 4 May.
Numbers in the Seniors and Women’s Swiss Pairs
have been declining, and I am hoping that all the
contenders for this year’s State teams will show
their support by playing.
Then we have a 2 day Teams event, on Saturday 5
May and Sunday 6 May. The categories here are
Open and Under Lifemaster.
On Monday 7 May, the 2 top teams in the Open
section battle it out in the fnal. While they’re doing
that, us lesser mortals can still play. Provided
there are enough entries, there will be Teams and
Pairs. I am particularly encouraging our less
experienced players to join in. To this end, I have
ofered each Club affliated with SABF free entry
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for a rookie pair, that is with less than 25
masterpoints each. And there will be special
prizes for rookies and novices (those with less than
100 masterpoints each).
Gold masterpoints are awarded in all events, so
here’s your chance – without the expense of going
interstate!
Flyers and the programme have been emailed to
all Clubs, or you can go directly to the web-site
www.abfevents.com.au/events/anot/2018.
Enter
on-line or use the form in the programme. If you
still have any queries please ring me on
04 740 740 05.
Of course, to facilitate all this bridge, I am going to
need lots of help: so this is my annual appeal. If
you’re reasonably active and have half a day to
spare, I’d love to hear from you. Or if you have
kids (or grandkids, or neighbours or neighbour’s
kids or…) willing to help, I’d love to hear from them
via email to ANOT.Organiser@gmail.com. There’s
a small remuneration.

Hope to see you all there, at some time and in
some capacity!
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Balancing

John Pearson

In the last issue we took a quick look at
Matchpoint scoring, and saw that even small
diferences in a score could translate into a large
diference in Matchpoints. We also saw that at
Matchpoint scoring every board counts equally part score hands are just as important as games
and slams. This time around we'll look at how to
improve your odds of winning the part-score
battle—showing you how to recognize when
(and how) to step in, and when to stand back
and let the opponents take their chances.
Let's look at a fairly ordinary auction. You're
sitting North, Not Vulnerable against Vulnerable,
and as Dealer you pick up a fairly bland 10count.
West
North
East
South
Pass
1♣
Pass
1♥
Pass
2♥
Pass
Pass
?
Neither you nor your partner found so much as an
overcall and your opponents have what looks like a
4-4 Heart ft, but is it really their hand? Let's do the
arithmetic and see what conclusions we can draw.
East has basic opening values—say, 11-14HCP—
and West likely has no more than 10HCP—
probably only 6-9HCP in actual high cards. That's
somewhere around 17-23HCP between them.
There are 40HCP in the deck, so that leaves the
other 17-23HCP for you and your partner; so even
though only the opposition have found their way
into the auction, there's no good reason to believe
they necessarily have better cards than you.
With the points so evenly divided, what are the
odds that they will make 2♥? Assuming they
understand their system and know what they are
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doing, they most probably will - unless you or your
partner have an unpleasant surprise for them. So
left to their own devices, and with no more than
about half the points in the pack, they're likely to
get +110 or even +140. Hardly seems fair, does it?
Of course, the secret weapon that means E-W
expect to take around 2/3 of the tricks with barely
half the points is the 8-card ft they can use as
trumps; if your side had an 8-card ft (or maybe, at
a pinch, a 7-card ft), you may well be able to do
the same. But what are the odds of that?
Here's some basic arithmetic for you: E-W believe
that between them they have at least 8 cards in
their trump suit; that leaves at most 5 for you and
your partner. With 26 cards between you, that
leaves at least 21 cards in the other three suits: so
no matter how you slice it, you probably also have
an 8 card ft - and if you don't, then you must have
a 7 card ft in each of the other three suits; and
while not ideal, that's often enough to get by. So
it's quite likely that your side have a workable ft,
and enough of the points to make a fair go of
taking 8 or 9 tricks; but how would you fnd your
trump suit, and is it worth trying?
We'll assume that you don't have a fair 5-card suit
of your own (quite likely, given that you didn't
overcall when West opened 1♥), so just naming a
suit would be a risky proposition: if there is an 8card ft buried in those 21 cards outside of your
opponents' suit, then arithmetic dictates that there's
some other suit where you have no more than 6
cards between you—and it would be a shame if
that happens to be the 4-card suit you pick. So the
recommended action is to double.
This is a Balancing Double, and works pretty much
like any other takeout double: you expect partner to
just call a suit of 4 (or more) cards, on the
assumption that you will have support for it.
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However unlike a "normal" takeout double, it
doesn't promise any particular strength or shape just a reluctance to defend (in this case) 2 ♥.
Furthermore, you're probably both already clear
that you don't expect to make a game; so partner
isn't going to get excited and make a jump
response just because they have a fair hand.
We haven't talked much at all about your actual
hand so far - and for a balancing double, that's OK;
it's premised on the notion that the hand is as likely
to be yours as theirs because they've opened,
found a ft and bid to the 2 level but expressed no
interest in looking for a game, and when you look
at your hand you expect they'll probably make their
contract. We expect you and your partner to hold
about half the high cards, and your combined lack
of cards in their suit suggests a likely ft in one of
the others.
Of course, just because you expect the opposition
to make 2♥ doesn't mean your partner feels the
same way: they are sitting over the opening hand,
and if they have a good hand with a Heart trick or
two (especially deep, soft ones that aren't likely to
amount to much if Hearts aren't trumps) and don't
believe 2♥ will make, they can pass your double to
play it for penalties.
So you double, and partner picks a suit; what
happens next? There are 3 main possiblities:
Firstly, you may make your contract; unless you
were going to beat 2♥ by 2 tricks (3 if they are Not
Vulnerable), you've come out ahead.
If you fail by 1 or 2 tricks and 2 ♥ would have made
then again, you've come out ahead.
They may bid on to 3♥: if they make 9 tricks
you've lost little, but if they fail you've turned -110
for 2♥ making into +100 for 3♥ going down.
We've seen what can make a balancing double
attractive; but when isn't it such a good idea?
Going 1 or 2 of Not Vulnerable is no big deal:
you're conceding less than you expected the
opposition to get without your interference; but
going 2 of Vulnerable costs more than they could
ever expect to make from a part-score.
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If the opposition hasn't found a ft (including where
responder shows "mere preference", and may be
choosing the lesser of two evils) they haven't
necessarily got an 8 card ft: this is bad news for
two reasons—the odds of you having an 8 card ft
go down, and without a ft that might pique their
interest in exploring game, it's less clear they have
"only" 17-23HCP between them.
Sometimes, your shape may make a balancing
double unattractive; on this auction, for instance,
with 5 Clubs and 2 Diamonds you may prefer to
call 3♣ to protect against partner with 3 Clubs and
4 Diamonds putting you into a 4-2 ft; but with 5
Diamonds and 2 Clubs, that's not a concern - you
can still double, because you can bid 3 ♦ if your
partner bids 3♣. After all, whatever their Club suit
may look like, it wasn't good enough - or long
enough - to persuade them to overcall earlier.
So to recap, you should consider a balancing
double whenever:
• You are in the "pass-out" seat;
• The opposiion have found a ft, but
stopped at the 2 level;
• You feel comfortable with partner (at least,
in the frst instance) picking a trump suit;
• Your side are Not Vulnerable.

Sponsorship Manager—Australian
National Championships 2020
The SABF will be hosting the Australian National
Championships and associated Butler Pairs
Championships in Adelaide from Saturday 11
July to Thursday 23 July 2020, and would like to
appoint a Sponsorship Manager for this event.
The Convenor will be responsible to the
Tournament Convenor for obtaining sponsorship
for the event, and for all liaison with the
sponsors.
Remuneration payable will be by negotiation.
Expressions of interest should be forwarded to
reach the SABF Secretary before Easter (Friday 30
March 2018).
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Alerting Anarchy & How to Control it
David Lusk

The ABF regulations on alerting at the table are
not too hard to follow but I did fnd them harder
to locate than I thought I would. You should be
able to access a copy via the SABF website or
do a search for “regulations” in the search portal
on the ABF website.
I am resisting doing a rewrite of the regulations
because they are not a secret. However, I would
like to highlight some commonly witnessed
felonies committed by players who are not
properly familiar with the details.
1. Players alert when they shouldn’t and don’t
alert when they should because they do not
know or understand the regulations.
2. It has become common practice to volunteer
an explanation of a bid rather than wait for a
request for one.
3. Players ask for explanations when it is not
their turn to call or play.

4.

North
2♣1

East
2♥

South

Alerted and explained (on request) as Hearts and
Diamonds

5.

North

Pass

East
4♣1

South

West alerts 4♣ and then says "Gerber" before South
has made any enquiry.

West
2♦1

3.

West
4♦1

1

North

East

West's opening shows a good 4♠ opening..

Should East Alert?
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South

North

East

South

2♦ is alerted by East. South asks for the meaning of
the bid (even though he is well aware that the
opposition play Multi-2s and East refuses to answer.

What infraction(s) have been committed?
6.

West
3♣1

North

East

South

3♣ is a transfer pre-empt showing Diamonds. East
alerts this and North is fummoxed becaise she has
never faced this situation. she later complains that the
opponents have failed to pre-alert.

1

Is North within her rights?
7.

West
1NT

1

North

X

East
XX1

South

Double was 16+; Redouble was a transfer to Clubs.

Which of these is correct?
1) South should Alert
2) West should Alert
3) Nobody should Alert
4) Both North and East should Alert
8.

West
1NT

North

East

South

X1

Double was 16+. East asks for an explanation; South
says the he didn't Alert it so East can work it out.

1

Who has behaved improperly?
9.

West
1♥

1

What infraction(s) has West committed?

South

1

Should West alert 2♥ if it is conventional?
West
1♠

East
Pass1

Who is obliged to Alert in this auction?

1

2.

X

East-West are playing SWINE. West is required to
Redouble if South passes.

I have prepared a quiz for readers to test their
understanding of when to alert and when not to.
West
1NT

North

1

4. Players forget their systemic agreements or
just fail to pay attention.

1.

West
1NT

1

North
1

East

South

2♥

Michaels Cue bid - Spades and a minor.

Should South Alert this?
10.
1

West
1NT

North

2NT

East

South

1

Quality 2-suiter.

Should South Alert?
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Time to Score Up
Now see how you did: score one point for each
correct answer.

believes that North-South have been
damaged by the bid and/or East-West’s
failure to pre-alert.

1. Since
North’s
conventional
overcall
promised a heart suit, East’s 2♥ is not
alertable, whether conventional or not, since
it is a bid of a denomination bid or shown by
an opponent.

7. (c) is correct. Both the double and the
redouble are self-alerting. This example
emphasises the need to ask questions
about self-alerting bids rather than to simply
make assumptions.

2. West has breached two aspects of the
regulations. 4♣ is a call above 3NT and is
therefore self-alerting. The second breach
occurred when the meaning of 4♣ was
ofered without an opponent having asked
about it.

8. South has behaved improperly. Since the
double is self-alerting, there is no inference
available to East about the meaning of
double.
South should just own up to
something like “16+’, “penalty”, “single
suited overcall” or whatever the agreement
is.

3. Yes, East is required to alert this call. Bids
above 3NT are self alerting with the
exception of opening bids which are
conventional.
4. West must alert the pass. South does not
alert the double because it is self-alerting.
Any pass which demands action from
partner is alertable.
5. South has committed an infraction by
asking for an explanation when it is his
partner’s call. He has compounded that by
asking about the bid when he knows its
meaning, which is now prohibited by the
laws. East does not have to answer unless
North asks but should say something like
“I’ll be happy to answer your question when
it is your turn.”
6. North is within her rights to seek redress if
there is damage. Highly unusual and
surprising bids should be pre-alerted before
the frst board of the round. Transfer preempts are specifcally mentioned in the
regulations as an example of a pre-alert
requirement. North’s subsequent complaint
to the director should be taken seriously and
an adjustment can be made if the director
SABF Newsletter

9. No alert here, as 2♥ is self-alerting. East
would be wise to make an enquiry, although
Spades and a minor is the most common
agreement in this situation.
10. No alert requirement. Since this is a repeat
of an opponent’s denomination, the bid is
self alerting even when you think the
meaning is something the opponents would
never guess. I would not be surprised if
everyone got this wrong because, until I
read the regulations carefully, more than
once, I would have got it wrong as well.
Whether you agree with it or not, this is
clearly what the regulations say.

How did you go?
8-10 Suggests that you are pretty much on top
of alerting.
5-7 Suggests that you may beneft by having
another read of the regulations.
1-4 You are in a minefeld and in danger of
frequently incurring the Wrath of the
Director. Get a copy of the regs and read
them more than once.
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SABF Results
2. Ingrid Cooke & Lori Smith
3. Julie Rainsford & Tom Rimmington

SWISS PAIRS CONGRESS - A
1. Jill Allanson & Angela Norris
2. Gary & Marc Deaton
3. Lori Smith & Rex Whitford

GAWLER INTERCLUB PAIRS
1. George & Paul Bartley
2. Ingrid Cooke & Lori Smith
3. John & Terry Pearson

SWISS PAIRS CONGRESS - B

1. Claire Geller & Judy Maloney
2. Graham Prime & Natalie Wooldridge
3. Anne Henesey-Smith & Tricia Lonn

OPEN TRIALS FINAL
1. Philip Markey & Justin Williams
2. Roger Januszke & John Zollo
3. David Middleton & Zolly Nagy

UNDER-LIFE BUTLER

1. Ann Cottrell & Robyn Hargreaves
2. Bill Bradshaw & Peter Dieperink
3. Bevin Brooks & Ceda Nikolic

OPEN TRIALS PLATE
1. Marc Deaton & George Evans
2. Andrew Hill & David Shilling
3. Lori Smith & Barbara Travis

GAWLER INTERCLUB HANDICAP
1. George & Paul Bartley

Coming Events
Upcoming SABF Events March 2018 – May 2018
The full Calendar of Events for 2018 is available online at
http://sabridgefederation.com.au/docs/Calendar_of_Events/SABF_Calendar_2018.pdf
Daytime State Teams

SABA

10:30am 31/1, 7/2, 14/2, 28/2, 7/3, 14/3, 21/3, 28/3

Women's Trials

SABA

7:30pm 23/3, 9:30am 24/3, 10:30am 25/3

Seniors' Trials

SABA

7:30pm 13/4, 9:30am 14/4, 15/4

ANC Restricted Trials

SABA

15/4

Swiss Butler Pairs

SABA

7:30pm 10/5, 17/5, 24/5, 31/5, 14/6

Autumn National Open Teams 2018
Open, Seniors', Women's and Under Life Master Thursday 3 May, 10:00am – 6:15pm
Swiss Pairs
Friday 4 May, 9:30am - 5:45pm
Open and Under Life Master Teams

Saturday 5 May, 9:30am – 6:30pm
Sunday 6 May, 9:00am - 5:00pm

Open Teams Grand Final

Monday 7 May, 9:00am - 5:30pm

Consolation Teams

Monday 7 May, 9:30am - 4:30pm

Graded Butler Pairs

Monday 7 May, 9:30am - 4:30pm

SABF Club Events
SABA GNOT Qualifying

SABA

7:30pm 22/3, 5/4, 12/4, 19/4, 26/4

Golden Bunny Teams

Marion

Friday 30 March

SABF Newsletter
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SABF Matters
2018 Management Committee
President

Adel Abdelhamid <aabdelha@icloud.com>

Secretary

Angela Norris <southaustbridgefed@gmail.com>

Treasurer

Paul Walker <pvwalker@gmail.com>

Youth Coordinator

Justin Williams <nitsuj68@hotmail.com>

Member

John Zollo <gzollo@bigpond.net.au>

Club Delegates:
ABC

Phil Gue

Alexandrina

Norman Bullen

Barossa

Jill or Evan Allanson

Beaumont

Barbara Travis

Bridge in the City

Sue Phillips

Gawler

Paul Walker

Glenelg

Jeanette Lunnie

Reynella

David Anderson

SABA

David Parrott & John Smith

St Vincents

Jinny Fuss

Functionaries:
Masterpoint
Secretary

David Anderson <revoke1@live.com>

Webmaster

David Anderson <revoke1@live.com>

Tournament Committee
• David Anderson
• David Parrott
• Carole Foreman
• Bob Clarke
• Arthur Porter
• Felicity Smyth
Contact members of this
committee about issues
relating to the timing, format,
and organising of SABF
events.
Education & Training
Committee
• David Parrott
• Jill Allanson
• John Elliott
The SABF Newsletter is
produced for the SA Bridge
Federation by John and Terry
Pearson. Submissions are
always welcome by email to
sabf- news@huiac.com

Want the SABF Newsletter delivered directly to your inbox?
Mail sabfnews.list-subscribe@huiac.com and
reply to the confrmation message to be added to our distribution list.
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